Inferring population admixture from genetic data and quantifying it is a difficult but crucial task in evolutionary and conservation biology. Unfortunately state-of-the-art probabilistic approaches are computationally demanding. Effectively exploiting the computational power of modern multiprocessor systems can thus have a positive impact to Monte-Carlo-based simulation of admixture modeling. A novel parallel approach is briefly described and promising results on its MPI-based C++ implementation are reported. Availability: The software package ParLEA is freely available at
INTRODUCTION
The process of population admixture has received in recent years an increasing attention due to its important implications in research areas such as evolutionary genetics (Belle et al., 2006) and conservation genetics. Likelihood-based approaches for estimating admixture rates are very appealing , but their effectiveness depends on a sufficiently large amount of Monte Carlo simulations. Some computational tools for admixture estimation are available for scalar environment, but they usually require quite long running time (see e.g. Langella et al., 2001) . Here we describe the innovative parallel software ParLEA that speeds-up the estimation of admixture proportions in large genomic datasets.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
The likelihood-based approach to the admixture modeling assumes that two independent parental populations P1 and P2, sized N1 and N2, contribute to the gene pool of a new admixed population PH , * To whom correspondence should be addressed. sized NH , with different proportions p 1 and p 2 . The admixture event is supposed to happen an unknown number T of generations in the past. The Monte-Carlo-based Griffiths-Tavaré method is used to estimate the data likelihood under pure drift using an importance sampling algorithm.
The Novel Parallel Approach
TheparallelcodeisanextensionoftheoriginalLEAscalarcode byLangella, .Theparallelizationisbased onsplittingthelociamongtheavailablePEs(processingelements): this is because the main loops run over the loci and these computations are independent for the most part of the program. The main parallelization phases are the following: 1) all processors initialize the parallel environment; 2) the master PE (root) reads the input files and distributes the input data to other PEs; 3) the parallel computations start asynchronously on each PE.
Locally, each PE computes the likelihood of the data based on the allele frequency in the ancestral population, the corresponding frequency of the admixed population, the admixture contribution of P1 and the time since the admixture event, scaled by the population size; 4) a synchronization point is then needed to allow the root PE to collect the evolution results from each PE and to compute the new parental population frequencies. Phases 1 and 3 are PE-independent and are thus performed in parallel, while phases 2 and 4 require communications from/to the root processor; the first and last phases only need synchronization.
ThecodeexploitsthestandardMPI(MessagePassingInterface) paradigm and it distributes the data among the available processors by partitioning the structure storing the loci in a uniform way and giving to each PE one of these subsets. Hence, all computational loops involving this structure can be performed simultaneously and locally on each PE. Each structure subset does not need to be replicated in the local memory of any other PE: this clearly allows for a much larger number of loci to be loaded by the program into the whole memory available to the bunch of allocated processors.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested the ParLEA package on the IBM CLX/1024 Linux cluster at the CINECA Supercomputing Center (Bologna, Italy). This is a strictly-coupled distributed-memory MIMD multiprocessor system with each processing element being an Intel Xeon 64bit processor at 3.04GHz with 1GB local RAM (see https://hpc. cineca.it/docs/HPCUserGuide for additional details).
The software performances are evaluated by the following standard measures: relative speedup, sp r (Npe) = T1/TN pe ; relative efficiency, eff r (Npe) = sp r /Npe; Kuck's function, fK (Npe) = sp r (Npe)eff r (Npe) = sp 2 r (Npe)/Npe. Here Npe is the number of processors, T1 is the running time of the parallel algorithm on 1 processor only and TN pe is the running time of the parallel algori-thmonNpeprocessors.Inourcase,T1isessentiallytherunning timeoftheoriginalscalarcodeLEA.
The relative speedup accounts for how much a parallel algorithm is faster than a sequential one. Best performances (i.e., linear speedup) are obtained when sp r = Npe. Given the communication overhead, this is usually just an ideal level, but sometimes it can be reached and even improved (superlinear speedup) by a very good exploitation of the parallel resources. The relative efficiency estimates how well the given processors are exploited in solving the problem, compared to the overhead due to communications and synchronizations.Bestperformancesareobtainedwheneff r iscloseto 1,superoptimalbehaviourwheneff r >1.Finally,Kuck'sfunction refers to how advantageous the parallel implementation remains as the number of processors increases. The maximizer of the Kuck's function is interpreted as the largest number of processors suitable for the parallel implementation to solve the given particular problem.
Thetestproblem(availableinthewebpage)weusedtobenchmark the program has 377 loci and 3357 alleles. The program runs over 50.000 iterations, each one performing 500 Monte Carlo steps. Note that these are the default values in LEA and are only used here for the speed tests.
RelativespeedupandKuck'sfunctionareplottedinfig.1,while theexecutiontimes(inseconds)andtherelativeefficiencyareas follows: 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel parallel approach for estimating proportions of populationadmixture,basedonawellestablishedlikelihood-based method.Theparallelprogramimplementingtheproposedapproach showed to be very effective on a quite large, meaningful test problem. The coarse grain parallelization strategy is based on a suitable data and loops distribution. The very promising performances we obtained will allow much larger datasets to be analysed in reasonable time. Moreover, they encourage further improvements: future developments will include a careful storing-structures revision as well as the use of strongly trusted random numbers generation libraries, suitable for distributed memory parallel environments.
